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1 Introduction  

The field of climate services is developing rapidly, and many different types of services and service 

providers have evolved throughout the world. While some institutions have provided climate information 

for quite some time, many new initiatives have been established within the last few years. However, the 

market has yet to fully evolve and relatively little is known about the climate services market, with 

unaddressed gaps existing between supply and demand. In order to assist market growth, the EU has 

formulated a European research and innovation roadmap for climate services (European Commission, 

2015), as well as launched an ambitious research program within the Horizon-2020 program. MArket 

Research for a Climate services Observatory (MARCO), is a research project funded through Horizon 2020’s 

Environment and Resources programme. It aims to provide a better understanding of the market 

conditions for and future growth of climate services.  

This deliverable is part of work package 3, which zeroes-in on climate service (CS) suppliers, their products 

and their international competition. The objective of this deliverable is to give an overview of key non-

European CS suppliers in order to compare EU suppliers with their international competition in a SWOT 

analysis (Deliverable 3.5).  

This analysis focuses on US-based providers in order to give a more detailed view of a single market rather 

than a more sporadic global overview. The reason US-based providers have been chosen is that research 

from the SWOT analysis in Deliverable 3.5 has shown that Northern America (particularly the US) is the 

biggest competitor to the EU, and it houses some of the world’s major tech firms that are currently 

disrupting the market with innovations in satellite and other earth observation technologies.  

1.1 Methodology  

MARCO uses the European Commission’s definition of climate services: “the transformation of climate-

related data - together with other relevant information – into customized products such as projections, 

trends, economic analysis, counselling on best practices, development and evaluation of solutions and any 

other service in relation to climate that may be of use for the society at large” (European Commission, 

2015). 

CS providers, however, are not always easy to identify as they do not solely advertise their services as 

climate services and may use different terminology. This is due to the broad range of climate services 

offered and their dynamic development. Thus, there is no standard key word that could be used to identify 

climate service providers through desktop research. Also, the distinction between weather and climate 

services is not always clear cut, and both climate and weather service suppliers have therefore been 

included in this overview.  

A previous overview of the main international CS suppliers was made by the Euro-Mediterranean Center on 

Climate Change (CMCC) in 2012 (Medri, Banos de Guisasola & Gualdi, 2012). To update and expand on this 

overview, CS suppliers have been identified by looking into existing initiatives, such as dedicated climate 

service providers, coordinators of research projects, national programs, regional activities and their partner 

institutions. We have also checked participant lists of main conferences and events about the subject. 

Furthermore, a list of the top 11 US suppliers has been provided through the quantitative market 

intelligence research conducted by kMatrix (Appendix 1). A total of 34 CS suppliers have been covered in 

this overview.  

For the analysis, the identified suppliers have been divided into providers and purveyors relating to their 

place in the value chain. A purveyor is a special type of CS provider that does not necessarily produce 

climate data, but uses data from other providers to add value (knowledge and expertise) to it, hence 
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meeting the information needs of certain users. The main reason for this division is that there are 

difficulties in making a clear-cut differentiation between users and providers. As climate service value 

chains are typically multi-stage and can take different routes, many organisations in intermediate positions 

are both providers and users. Also, there are main data providers from the public sector that use public-

sector data and merge it with other data in their products, which they then sell to the same or other 

(international) entities.  

The providers section has further been divided into public and private providers. Details on spatial scale 

(national, regional, global), sector targeted, and service offerings have been provided to identify a specific 

market outlook, and suppliers have been categorised according to categories developed in the analysis.  

A full list and description of the CS suppliers covered in this deliverable can be found in Appendix 2.  

Finally, this overview is not meant to be an exhaustive mapping. It is an overview of public and private 

entities that represent some of the driving trends within first-layer providers and second-layer purveyors. 

The aim of the mapping activities is to review the current capabilities of non-European suppliers, to qualify 

and inspire European suppliers with state-of-the-art suppliers in terms of international technological and 

commercial developments.   

2 Executive summary  

This overview of key non-European CS suppliers focusing on US suppliers has shown that the market for 

climate services is well developed in the US with a wide range of tailored products and services.  

Among public providers, the US stands out by having a national research institute, the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). NOAA houses the National Weather Service (NWS) and is founded on 

the premise that weather and climate information is a public necessity and should be part of the 

government infrastructure that support areas like emergency management and food supply. Much like 

many other countries’ national meteorological organisations, NOAA therefor offers freely-available data. 

Furthermore, according to an agreement from 1991, NWS is prohibited from carrying out activities that the 

private sector is currently providing or could provide. Among other, this market condition has created a 

sound foundation for the development of the private weather and climate service industry in the US.  

The private providers can be divided into weather and climate information providers, software providers 

and infrastructure providers. The private CS providers often use a combination of own and existing data. 

Weather and climate information providers are characterised by offering tailored forecasts and warnings, 

but also more specialized products like visualisations and crop yield forecasts. Software providers focus on 

enabling their users to handle weather and climate data themselves by providing tools where they can 

analyse the data and integrate it with other relevant information. The last category is not typically seen as 

CS suppliers, but by making space-transport cheaper and more widely available they can potentially have a 

huge impact on the CS industry.   

Within the category of private purveyors, the US has a market lead among sustainability consultants. They 

offer tailored business advice based on, among other, weather and climate information. Private purveyors 

also entail Engineering firms and companies that provide tailored forecasts based on existing data. What 

characterises the CS purveyors is that the data itself is often not of interest. Instead they provide analyses 

of the impact of this information on building projects, supply chain management and other business areas 

relevant for the clients.  
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The US CS supplier industry overall provides users with a wide variety of services that target many different 

sectors with tailored information. New developments within the industry is key to understanding how the 

market might evolve.   

3 Overview of climate service suppliers    

34 CS suppliers was reviewed for this overview. Among these 5 are public providers, 13 are private 

providers and 16 are private purveyors. Among all CS suppliers reviewed most (69%) offer services for the 

public sector and 48% provides services for the private sector. Making the public sector the most targeted. 

Among private sectors targeted the agricultural and the energy sectors ranks the highest with 38% 

targeting the agricultural sector and 48% targeting the energy sector. Where 78% of the private providers 

targets the defence sector, the private purveyors mostly target the energy sector and manufacturing.   

In the following we will present a closer look into each of the three type of CS suppliers.  

3.1 Public Providers  

The typical first-level actor from the public sector is a national or global meteorological and hydro-

meteorological organisation/service, or (Federal) state agencies and global research institutes. This also 

goes for the US, where NOAA is the leading scientific agency focusing on the conditions of the atmosphere.  

The history of NOAA reaches back more than 200 years and today it has many subdivisions. NWS monitors 

the weather and provides forecasts, outlooks and warnings. The six regional climate centres focus on 

producing and making climate data available for local decision makers. Other parts of NOAA are responsible 

for different research activities while others hosts and make available their large archives of data. A public-

private partnership agreement between the NWS and the private sector from 1991 has defined that NWS 

must not carry out activities that the private sector is currently providing or could provide (National 

Research Council, 2003, p.3). This has had a huge impact in defining the climate service market in the US, as 

will be elaborated.   

Many other countries have similar national agencies that provide freely-available data. Generally, the 

provision of weather and climate information is seen as a public responsibility, as it is critical for public 

safety. For example, in relation to disaster management where early warnings are crucial to ensure 

adequate response. But weather and climate information are also crucial for national key sectors such as 

the agricultural sector.   

Other governmental agencies in the US, such as the Department of Energy, offer more sector-specific 

climate information, such as climate information regarding threats to America’s energy infrastructure, or 

research for renewable energy production.  

Under public providers, you also find public research institutions, such as the Architect Programme at UCLA 

that has developed a series of software solutions for energy-efficient design. Among them is the Climate 

Consultant that visualises climate data in a way that can help architects and other professionals create a 

climate-sensitive design strategy. All of the tools are freely available.  

International agencies also work to provide free weather and climate data. The World Meteorological 

Organization (WMO) is an intergovernmental agency under the United Nations, which also runs the Global 

Framework for Climate Services (GFCS). The GFCS aims to accelerate and coordinate the implementation of 

measures to improve climate-related outcomes by enabling the development and application of climate 

services. The GFCS focuses primarily on climate-vulnerable developing countries and follows the line of the 
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national meteorological agencies by seeing climate information as a public good (hence producing a variety 

of available data).    

What characterises public providers in the US is the continuous commitment to providing freely-available 

data for public use while leaving commercial activities to the private sector. Following a collective decision 

in Europe in 1995, detailed data is only available for a fee, and many national meteorological agencies have 

initiated their own commercial services (Pettifer, 2015). This has created a strong head start for the private 

market in the US. In 2003, there were fewer than 30 private weather companies in Europe and more than 

400 in the US (National Research Council, 2003, p.20). The technological developments in high-speed 

internet, satellite technology and the app industry has since helped spur commercial market growth in 

Europe, but it is still behind the US (Pettifer, 2015).  

3.2 Private providers 

Among private climate service providers there are three categories. In the first category, there are those 

who provide weather and climate information from more or less raw data to more processed data such as 

forecasts and warnings by using their own data, or a combination of their own data and existing data. As an 

example, the company PlanetiQ is launching a series of advanced GPS satellite weather sensors claiming to 

provide the highest-quality, most cost-effective data for weather forecasting and climate monitoring. 

Another company, Baron, provides hyper-local weather data and visualisations through a network of 

almost 400 weather radars and 10.000 remote weather sensors.  

The types of climate services offered by these information providers can be more or less tailored. As an 

example, the IBM owned The Weather Company provide visualizations of weather and climate data, such 

as forecasts, explicitly for broadcast media. Many companies also combine weather and climate data with 

other information to create more customized services. For example, Earth Network provides detailed 

analyses for the insurance industry by combining hyper local weather information with driving behaviour 

insights to deliver crash forensics.  

Sometimes the services provided by a company is what enables a user to interact with weather and climate 

data. For example, the company Planet.com that have over 130 satellites in orbit providing real time high 

resolution earth imaging data, enables users to connect weather data with on the ground consequences in 

real time and over prolonged periods.  

Standing out within the data provider category is the electronics company Panasonic, that claims to have 

developed a new and superior weather model enabling more precise forecasting than the two currently 

dominating models the GFS model run by NOAA and the Euro model operated by the European Center for 

Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) in Europe. The Panasonic model among other uses data 

collected from weather sensors on airplanes. This makes Panasonic the only private company with its own 

weather modelling platform (Breslin, 2016).  

Then there are software providers, who have developed specific software solutions to be used for 

analyses. Weather Decision Technologies is one of these companies. They offer the software solution 

WeatherOps - a browser-based map that enables users to monitor locations, set custom alert tresholds and 

incorporate past, present and future weather data in their analyses. Another key software provider is ESRI. 

The world’s leading provider of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) mapping and analytics software. 

Much like planet.com ESRI provides users with a platform and other data that enables them to interact with 

and analyse weather and climate information.   

Finally, there are infrastructure providers. The companies in this category might not traditionally be 

included as climate service suppliers, but they are crucial for understanding the market’s development. 
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SpaceX is a key player among infrastructure providers. They develop launch rockets and spacecrafts and 

operates launch sites. SpaceX is one among other companies currently trying to make it cheaper to launch 

things into space. According to market analysts, SpaceX has dropped launch prices by around 25 percent 

(Tartar & Qui, 2018). In 2016 SpaceX was chosen by NASA to provide launch services for their new Surface 

Water and Ocean Topography mission. The mission is expected to help improve climate predictions by 

collecting details about the movement of water bodies on Earth (NASA, 2016).   

To sum up, private climate service providers is both collecting and providing detailed weather and climate 

data, offering tailored services for a large number of industries and providing supporting software and 

infrastructure that helps users interact with and analyse weather and climate data in relation to their 

specific needs. The private providers stand out from the public providers by focusing on making user-

oriented services that puts the specific needs of customers rather than the data itself in focus.   

3.3 Private purveyors  

Among private purveyors – those that use existing data within their own business offerings – climate 

change or sustainability consultants are by far the largest group. They rarely focus solely on climate 

change, but rather on the larger theme of sustainability. For this overview, they have been categorised as 

sustainability consultants. Most of these companies are business consultancies with a specific focus on 

sustainability advice, and they use weather and climate information from a variety of sources to make 

tailored analyses and recommendations in relation to business strategy.  

On their website, Ernst & Young present five sustainability risk drivers for companies that serves well to 

illustrate the business offerings provided by sustainability consultants. Strategic, compliance, reporting, 

reputational and operational. Strategic risk relates to the changing conditions of societies as they face 

environmental challenges such as reorganisation of the energy sector. Failing to keep up with these 

changes can cause problems for companies. Compliance risk concerns the new and expanding regulations 

relating to for example environmental performance but also voluntary compliance mechanisms such as 

ethical guidelines. Risk related to reporting is about failure to disclose numbers in relation to sustainability 

performance, which is of increasing interest for investors. Reputational risk relates to the failure to adapt to 

the new environmental reality. Operational risk is directly related to changing climatic conditions, creating 

challenges for supply chains and production. Sustainability consultants provide analyses of risks faced 

within these areas as well as market intelligence and business advice on how to capitalise on changing 

regulations or a changing climate.  

As with other types of climate service suppliers, sustainability consultants can be more or less specialised 

within one area. For example, the company Blue Skies specialises in giving juridical advice in relation to 

weather-related events, also called forensic meteorology. Cleantech on the other hand is a consultancy that 

focus on facilitating innovation within the clean tech industry by providing market intelligence and advice.  

According to a study done by IBM and Oxford Economics (2018) the market for weather and climate 

business consulting seems to be a lucrative industry. As much as 93% of the 1000 executives surveyed said 

that better weather-related insights could enable revenue growth estimated to be between 2 and 5 

percent. All executives surveyed (100%) further said that improved weather data could reduce annual legal, 

insurance and risk mitigation costs as well as operational costs (IBM, 2018, p 7.). Where weather 

information can thus be seen to have a direct positive impact on business, it is not clear from the analysis 

whether more long-term climate information is seen as adding the same value. One in five did however 

indicate that they integrate weather data into operational plans months out. When asked about the 

challenges of using weather data, uncertainty on how weather data creates value and how it impacts 

decision making was listed as the biggest challenges (IBM, 2018, p.11). Inaccuracy of data and difficulties in 
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integrating data into operational processes was also among the biggest challenges. This points to the value 

of tailored climate services that, rather than direct data, provide analyses and information directly 

addressing the users’ needs.  

Within sustainability consulting, US suppliers seem to have a high market share. In the 2012 overview of 

the main international climate service suppliers the analysis shows that out of the 16 most visible climate 

consulting agencies, 9 are US-based. The nine companies are CH2M Hill, Environ, Environmental Resource 

Management (ERM), ICF International, McKinsey & Company, Deloitte, PwC and World Climate Service 

(Medri, Banos de Guisasola & Gualdi, 2012). In kMatrix list of top 11 us suppliers ICF international is listed 

as number 2. 

Another sub-group within the private purveyors is the engineering firms. They use climate data in relation 

to specific construction projects and provide analysis in relation to risk assessments. In fact CH2M Hill 

which is noted as being among the top sustainability consultants is an engineering firm, showing that the 

distinction is not clear-cut. Adding to this, the engineering firm AECOM has developed a Climate Adaptation 

Guide that also focuses on business drivers and opportunities. They describe themselves as “a global 

multidisciplinary company bringing together strategy, design, environment, sustainability, engineering, 

consultancy (energy, water, buildings and transport), and construction and project management” (AECOM, 

2015, p.6). One of the examples provided in their climate adaptation guide relating to the engineering 

competencies is the construction of a shopping mall where longer term flood cycles of 100 years where 

taken into consideration (AECOM, 2015, p. 11). Climate data is thus key in making sure that our current and 

future buildings and infrastructure remain safe and well suited for the changing weather conditions. 

Engineering firms therefore have a key role to play in both producing and making use of climate services. 

Some firms have made a brand out of focusing on sustainability such as CH2M Hill while others are more 

driven by regulations and customer demand.   

Within the category of private purveyors, a few companies also provide tailored forecasts based on 

available data, although most of these companies are mentioned in the private providers category. It can 

be hard to tell whether a company collects its own data or if it uses publicly-available data. It is likely that 

some do both. One company that specifically states to use existing data is Prescient, who uses the data to 

provide crop yield forecast for the agricultural sector.  

Overall the success of private purveyors is related to their ability to connect weather and climate data with 

other relevant information to provide targeted services for the customers. Especially relating to business 

areas and sectors where weather data itself is not the main interest. Often the private purveyors move a 

step closer to the user than the private providers. Where the providers may offer detailed and focused 

forecasts, purveyors try to translate this information into impacts and consequences for the users’ 

business. As well as help offer advice and solutions.  

4 Conclusion 

This overview of key non-European climate service suppliers focusing on the US, has introduced the overall 

division of the market as well as given more detailed descriptions of selected companies. The overview 

shows that the CS supplier market in the US has a wide variety of suppliers providing more or less tailored 

services. While some offers detailed and tailored weather and climate data other provide software 

solutions that enable users to engage with weather and climate data themselves. Others again provide 

detailed analyses of the impact weather and climate changes may have on their clients business, while 

others focus on combining weather and climate information with other types of data to create new 

insights. It seems that the private CS sector has become very dynamic and has evolved further in providing 
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tailored services than their European counterparts. This might be because public data has been free for 

decades and several initiatives has been made to support the commercial side of climate service 

development.  

Currently industry leaders from the tech-industry is developing new technologies within meteorology that 

can compete with global public-sector providers. The development within space-transport, where satellites 

can now be launched at competitive prices also predicts changes for the CS industry. It will be interesting to 

see if quality and provenance of data will become a competitive parameter, once origin of data become 

less transparent and more diverse. It will also be interesting to see if a privatisation of data will potentially 

diminish the variety of CS suppliers or if public data will remain a competitive source for existing and new 

companies.  
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Appendix 1 – Top eleven US climate service suppliers  

1. National Weather Service 
2. ICF 

3. Cadmus 
4. Earth System Research Laboratory 
5. Baron 
6. Davis Instruments 
7. Earth Networks 
8. The Weather Company 
9. Weather Decision Support Systems (WDSS) 
10. Weather Decision Technologies Inc.  
11. Weather Trends 
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Appendix 2 – List of US climate service suppliers   

5.1 Public providers of climate services 

5.1.1 National Oceanic and Athmospheric Administration NOAA 

Website: https://www.noaa.gov/ and https://www.climate.gov/ 

The organization: NOAA is a national scientific research agency under the Department of Commerce. The 

administrations mission is to understand and predict changes in climate, weather, oceans, and coasts, to 

share that knowledge and information with others, and to conserve and manage coastal and marine 

ecosystems and resources.  

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sectors: all 

Products and services: From daily weather forecasts, severe storm warnings, and climate monitoring to 

fisheries management, coastal restoration and supporting marine commerce, NOAA’s products and services 

support economic vitality and affect more than one-third of America’s gross domestic product. 

NOAA - The National Weather Service  

Website: https://www.weather.gov/ 

The organization: NWS operates surface and upper air observing systems, monitors climate variability in 

real time over a broad range of time scales and provides an extensive array of climate products and 

information, including forecasts and outlooks. 

Sectors: all 

Products and services: NWS provides National and Local Climate outlook products ranging from 6 to 10-day 

and 8 to 14-day to monthly and 3-month outlooks. The seasonal temperature outlooks are downscaled to 

the local station level. Services include Forecasts and Observations, Warnings, Impact-based Decision 

Support Services, and Education.  

NOAA - The National Climate Services Portal 

Website: http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/csd/ 

The organization: The goal of the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National 

Climate Services Portal (NCS Portal) is “to become the "go-to" website for NOAA’s climate data, products, 

and services for all users”. The NCS Portal is part of the National Weather Service.   

Sectors: Public, private, business, governments academia, agriculture, forests & forest ecosystems, civil 

infrastructure, construction, coastal hazards, energy, health, insurance, litigation, marine and coastal 

ecosystems, national security, tourism, transportation and water resources 

Products and services:  

NOWData provides access to climate observations and statistics (normals and extremes) for a variety of 

weather elements, including temperature, precipitation, snow, and degree days over a range of time 

periods. 

The Climate Prediction Center performs extensive real-time monitoring of climate variability on seasonal to 

interannual time scales 
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They also offer training and outreach activities.  

NOAA - National Centers for Environmental Information  

Website: https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/about 

The organization: NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) hosts and provides access 

to one of the most significant archives on earth, with comprehensive oceanic, atmospheric, and geophysical 

data. 

Sector: Private, business, governments, academia and public 

Products and services: data management and presentation in various formats   

NOAA - Regional climate centers  

Website: https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/customer-support/partnerships/regional-climate-centers 

The organization: The six RCCs are engaged in the “timely production and delivery of climate data, 

information and knowledge for decision makers and other users at the local, state, regional and national 

levels”. 

Sector: Agriculture, forests & forest ecosystems, civil infrastructure, construction, coastal hazards, energy, 

health, insurance, litigation, marine and coastal ecosystems, national security, tourism, transportation and 

water resources. 

Products and services: 

• Land-Based Station: Land-based, or surface, observations include temperature, dew point, relative 

humidity, precipitation, wind speed and direction, visibility, atmospheric pressure, and types of 

weather occurrences such as hail, fog, and thunder collected for locations on every continent. 

• Satellite: Geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites provide raw radiance data collected by ground 

stations to help monitor and predict weather and environmental events. 

• Radar: An acronym for Radio Detection and Ranging, a radar is an object-detection system that 

uses radio waves to determine the range, altitude, direction of movement, and speed of objects 

producing raw data as well as generating analysis products. 

• Model: Access to near-real-time, high-volume numerical weather prediction and global climate 

models and data. Looking into the past, present, and future to assist in the analysis of 

multidisciplinary datasets and promote interoperable data analysis. 

• Weather Balloon: Weather data from the atmosphere, beginning at three meters above the Earth’s 

surface. These data are obtained from radiosondes, which are instrument packages tethered to 

balloons that transmit data back to the receiving station. 

• Marine and Ocean: Meteorological data transmitted from ships at sea, moored and drifting buoys, 

coastal stations, rigs, and platforms. The data may include weather as well as ocean state 

information. 

• Paleoclimatology: Past climate and environmental data, derived from natural sources such as tree 

rings, ice cores, corals, and ocean and lake sediments, extend the archive of weather and climate 

back hundreds of millions of years. 
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• Severe Weather: Archive of destructive storm or weather data and information, which includes 

local, intense, and damaging events such as thunderstorms, hailstorms, and tornadoes. It can also 

describe more widespread events such as tropical systems, blizzards, nor’easters, and derechos. 

NOAA - Earth System Research Laboratory 

Website: https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/ 

The organization: Earth System Research Laboratory: With their own words their mission is "to observe, 

understand and predict the Earth system through research that advances NOAA's environmental 

information and service from minutes to millennia on global-to-local scales." 

Sector: Academia, public 

Products and services:  

• Climate Products Interactive Plotting and Analysis Tool: ESRL provides public access to a number of 

climate data sets maintained for research purposes through this interactive, web-based plotting 

and analysis tool. 

• Ground-Based GPS Meteorology Network: The Ground-Based GPS Meteorology project, consisting 

of more than 300 GPS water vapor observing systems, provide near real-time integrated 

precipitable water vapor (IPW) measurements for weather forecasting, climate modeling, observing 

system calibration and validation, and research. 

• Meteorological Assimilation Data Ingest System (MADIS): MADIS provides value-added, quality-

controlled observational data from sensors around the world, for the purpose of supporting 

meteorological research. MADIS also develops software to improve access to observational data. 

• NOAA Profiler Network: Housed at ESRL, the National Weather Service manages, operates, and 

maintains the NOAA Profiler Network, consisting of 35 wind profilers located in the central United 

States and Alaska. 

• Precipitation Anomalies Product: Current and Anticipated. A program to monitor current 

precipitation anomalies across the United States and generate experimental forecasts as to 

anomalies occurring over the next 2 weeks to 6 months. 

• Rapid Update Cycle/Rapid Refresh Numerical Weather Model: The Rapid Update Cycle Model is a 

numerical weather model developed to provide the high-resolution weather simulations necessary 

for aviation forecasts. 

• Aviation Digital Data Service (ADDS): The Aviation Digital Data Service (ADDS) provides the most 

complete source of aviation-related weather information on the Internet. In addition to providing 

conventional products and observations, ADDS provides state-of-the-art graphical forecasts for 

icing, turbulence, and convection, along with advanced interactive methods for viewing those 

forecasts. 

• Climate Products Map Room: The Climate Products Map Room supports real-time climate 

monitoring efforts by providing access to short-term operational weather products from the 

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and long-term research-oriented climate 

products produced from in-house data sets. 

• Real-Time Verification System (RTVS): RTVS provides feedback on forecast quality to forecasters, 

model developers, and managers. 
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• Western States Climate Portal: Climate information supporting the Water in the West Program. 

5.1.2 NASA – National Aeronautics and Space Agency   

Website: https://cds.nccs.nasa.gov/ 

The organization: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is an independent agency of 

the United States Federal Government responsible for the civilian space program, as well as aeronautics 

and aerospace research.  

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Climate science community and public. 

Products and services: NASA’s Climate Data Services (CDS) provides tools and services to visualize, analyze, 

compare, and publish climate model data, specifically data produced generated at the NASA Center for 

Climate Simulation (NCCS). This includes fine-scale climate scenarios, downscaled climate projections as 

well as ocean and atmosphere data.  

5.1.3 DOE – Dept. of Energy 

Website: https://energy.gov/science-innovation/climate-change 

The organization: The mission of the Energy Department is to ensure America’s security and prosperity by 

addressing its energy, environmental and nuclear challenges through transformative science and 

technology solutions 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Public. 

Products and services: DOE research areas focus on areas of uncertainty in Earth systems models: 

Atmospheric System Research (science of aerosols, clouds, and radiative transfer); and Terrestrial 

Ecosystem Science (role of terrestrial ecosystems and carbon cycle observations). They offer research, 

information about climate change, efficient use of energy and clean energy. 

5.1.4 Energy design tools 

By UCLA Department of Architecture and Urban Design 

Website: http://www.energy-design-tools.aud.ucla.edu/  

The organization: Researchers in the Department of Architecture and Urban Design have developed a suite 

of free easy-to-use energy design software programs. Climate data is available for over one thousand 

locations around the world.  

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Private and public. 

Products and services: 

• HEED (Home Energy Efficient Design) shows home owners, builders, and architects how much 

energy and money they can save by making various design or remodeling changes. The latest 

version adds new features including allowing changes to electric and gas utility rates plus rates for 
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oil and propane, offering various kinds of operable window shading, allowing thermal mass to be 

added or removed, and the homes calculates carbon footprint.   

• SBEED (Small Building Energy Efficient Design) is an easy-to-use design tool which automatically 

creates a reference small non-residential building that meets California’s 2013 Energy Code. Then it 

automatically creates a second building that is usually about 20% more energy efficient. Then its 

possible to copy and revise its design and compare it with prior versions if up to nine different 

designs. 

• Climate Consultant is a simple to use, graphic-based computer program that helps architects, 

builders, contractor, homeowners, and students understand their local climate. 

• The Psychrometric Chart Tutorial is a dynamic graphic and audio presentation that shows the 

relationship between air temperature and humidity, and how this influences human thermal 

comfort. 

• OPAQUE calculates U-value, time lag, and decrement factor for wall or roof opaque surfaces 

composed of a single or multiple layer. These can be used to calculate the heat gain or loss through 

the surface. 

• SOLAR-2 plots sunlight penetrating through a window with any combination of rectangular fins and 

overhangs. Also plots hour-by-hour 3-D suns-eye view movie of the building wall. 

• Courses in climate responsive building design 

5.1.5 WMO Climate Services 

Website: http://www.wmo.int/gfcs/ 

The organization: The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) “provides world leadership in expertise 

and international cooperation in weather, climate, hydrology and water resources and related 

environmental issues”. The current mission of the WMO related to Climate Services is the establishment of 

the Global Framework for Climate Services (GFCS) in order “to strengthen the provision and use of climate 

predictions, products and information worldwide”. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: Global. 

Sector: Health, water, food, agriculture and public. 

Products and services: The GFCS seeks to enable researchers, producers and users of information to join 

forces to improve the quality and quantity of climate services worldwide, but particularly in developing 

countries. They seek to build on continued improvements in climate forecasts and climate change scenarios 

to expand access to the best available climate data and information. 

5.2 Private purveyors of climate services 

5.2.1 AECOM 

Category: Engineering   

Website: http://www.aecom.com/becoming-climate-resilient/  

The organization: AECOM is a global engineering firm that design, build, finance, operate and manage 

projects world wide. They are also among the leading sustainability consultants. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 
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Sector: Manufactures, agriculture, mining, resource development, retailors & distributers, transportation, 

utilities-energy, property, utilities-water, public and private.  

Products and services: AECOM’s climate adaptation services focus to help their clients to understand 

potential vulnerabilities and support initiatives that increase resilience. The services they provide are 

• Natural Disaster Preparedness Review 

• Hazard Modeling 

• Vulnerability Assessment 

• Hazard Mitigation Planning 

• Business Continuity Planning/Plan Update 

• Climate Adaptation and Resilience Planning 

• Resilient Infrastructure Design/Build 

5.2.2 AT Kearney 

Category: Sustainability consultant  

Website: http://www.atkearney.nl/sustainability/capabilities  

The organization: AT Kearney has a long track record of success in business and strategy consulting. In 

recent years, they have begun to move into the environment and climate change arena.  Their 

sustainability group offers sustainability strategy, product and service optimization and sustainable supply 

chain consulting.  AT Kearney is active in thought leadership in the areas of sustainability and climate 

change strategy and practice. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Private and public sector. 

Products and services: AT Kearney try to help clients approaching sustainability strategically with the 

following services: 

• Measure the benefits of sustainability products for consumers and customers 

• Determine the brand value of improving corporate sustainability performance 

• Benchmark sustainability performance against competitors and industry leaders 

• Develop impact databases and tools for influencing internal decision making and negotiating the 

impact with upstream and downstream stakeholders 

• Analyze the economic, social, and environmental impact of sustainable procurement in all sourcing 

activities, and alternative procurement strategies in developing countries 

• Measure the economic, social, and environmental impact on an end-to-end value chain of 

suppliers, production, logistics, distribution, and customers 

• Assess individual clean-energy technologies, recycling, and reuse 

• Develop vertical integration approaches to gain long-term access to scarce resources 

• Perform carbon-impact studies and identify opportunities for carbon mitigation 

• Gauge the impact of various packaging, logistics, and location decisions 

5.2.3 Blue Skies 

Category: Sustainability consultant  

Website: http://blueskiesmeteorology.com/  
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The organization: Blue Skies is a niche sustainability strategy consultancy founded in 2013. They have 

quickly built a name for themselves by providing quality sustainability consulting.  In their own words, Blue 

Skies uses “the lens of sustainability to create new, innovative, wealth-creating strategies. We reframe, 

restage, and reshape ‘corporate, social, and environmental responsibility’ to be an opportunity, not an 

obligation.” 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Public and private. 

Products and services: Blue Skies Meteorological Services offers detailed meteorological and climatological 

investigation and analysis (forensic meteorology) – an in-depth examination of the role that weather 

conditions played in client’s case or claim, as well as a determination as to whether those conditions were 

climatologically normal and foreseeable. Blue Skies Meteorological Services can be retained as either a 

consulting or testifying expert in its performance of such forensic investigations and analyses. Blue Skies 

Meteorological Services also offer education and communication specific services.  

5.2.4 CH2M HILL 

Category: Engineering  

Website: https://www.ch2m.com/  

The organization: CH2M Hill is a leading engineering and consulting company. They work to solve complex 

infrastructure and resource problems from urban development to nuclear waste management.  

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Governments, cities, transportation, water, environment, nuclear, energy and industry. 

Products and services:  

• Design-Build: Providing a single point of responsibility with a focus on collaboration to minimize 

risk, delivery schedule and cost. 

• Consulting: Helping clients make decisions that lead to sustainable plans, management practices 

and investments in infrastructure, resources and operations. 

• Project management: Managing and guiding projects step-by-step through every detail, always 

mindful of the big picture as we help clients move from ideation to completion. 

• Program management: Working seamlessly with clients to coordinate multiple, related projects to 

achieve our clients’ goals and help them realize their vision. 

• Operations management: Employing a highly trained and engaged workforce, proven technology 

and strategy, knowledge and experience in operations and facilities management, so clients can 

focus on what they do best. 

• Construction management: Bringing design to life with a sharp focus on cost estimating, schedule 

compliance, financial performance, change management, and safety and risk management. 

• Design: Consistently leading the way in the latest sustainable, economical and “smart” 

technologies, whether designing infrastructure, master plans for campuses or entire regions, office 

buildings, labs or manufacturing plants. 

5.2.5 Cadmus 

Category: Sustainability consultant  
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Website: https://cadmusgroup.com/   

The organization: Cadmus help leaders in all areas mitigate impacts, enhance sustainability and resilience, 

and tackle their most pressing problems. Cadmus help deliver results including reductions in greenhouse 

gas emissions, comprehensive climate-related risk evaluations, strategies to prepare for and adapt to 

climate and extreme weather events, and improved health, social, and economic outcomes for entire 

populations. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US and Germany.  

Sector: Public and private sector. 

Products and services:  

• Energy: Evaluation and research, energy resource integration, energy policy and programs, 

advanced analytics, high performance buildings and plants, business resilience, marketing and 

research. 

• Safety, security and resilience: Exercises and crisis simulations, planning, training and doctrine, 

policy, program and risk assessment, all-hazard preparedness, climate security, adaption and 

resilience, marketing and outreach, health security, business resilience. 

• Climate: Greenhouse gas reduction, corporate responsibility, climate security, adaption and 

resilience, environmental health, high performance buildings and plants, strategic finance, 

marketing and outreach. 

• Water: Drinking water, watersheds, water security, strategic finance, marketing and outreach. 

• Public health: Health security, environmental security, drinking water, marketing and outreach. 

• International development: Environmental and social support, energy policy and renewables, food 

and agriculture, climate security, adaption and resilience, greenhouse gas reduction. 

• Transportation: Surface transportation, aviation, energy policy and programs and strategic finance. 

5.2.6 Cleantech Group 

Category: Sustainability consultant  

Website: https://www.cleantech.com/  

The organization: Founded in 2002, the mission of Cleantech Group (CTG) is to accelerate sustainable 

innovation. Their subscriptions, events and programs are all designed to help corporates, investors, and all 

players in the innovation ecosystem discover and connect with the key companies, trends, and people in 

the market.  

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Utilities, oil, gas & mining, water & waste, transportation, industrials and finance.  

Products and services:  

• CTG-connect: A bi-weekly newsletter that features the latest trends on the key trends. The 

newspaper includes highlights in investment and innovation trends, alerts on key companies and 

deals, recaps of their blogs and research reports.  

• CTG Monitor: Subscription to this service brings clients Cleantech Groups monitoring of the market 

via customizable daily alerts, a weekly roundup, insights on a bi-monthly basis and the Quarterly 

Investment Monitor.  
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• CTG Market Intelligence: Keeps clients informed of trends, companies, business models, 

opportunities, and sources of disruption that are relevant to the clients’ company.  

o Dedicated analysts: Each subscriber is assigned a lead analyst with experience in primary 

and secondary research, with access to proprietary data and Cleantech Groups extensive 

network. 

o Fit for purpose: Analysts work with the subscriber team to identify interests, views, and 

activities, and then create a focused Intelligence Profile – unique to clients – of target 

market segments, business activities, key themes and Early Warning flags to monitor. 

o Independent view: Third-party perspective is provided on companies, technologies, and 

trends/hype from analysts who have both deep knowledge and broad perspective that 

come from talking to people across the ecosystem, every day. 

o Business focus: Cleantech Groups view on innovation is to help you identify or capture new 

value streams, and to understand companies’ business models, industry value chains, and 

competitive positioning in market landscapes and ecosystems. 

5.2.7 ERM 

Category: Sustainability consultant  

Website: https://www.erm.com/  

The organization: ERM has 2,000 environmental consultants in the US and are a leading provider of 

environmental, health, safety, risk, social consulting services and sustainability related services.   

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Oil and gas, mining and metals, power, chemical, manufacturing and pharmaceutical, technology, 

media and telecommunications. 

Products and services:  

• Sustainability: Identifying and leveraging opportunities to improve performance and profitability, 

strengthen reputation and relationships with key stakeholders, and enhance competitive 

advantage by embedding sustainability across our clients’ businesses. 

• Operational performance: Improving operational performance for organizations around the world 

through an outcome-driven approach to EHSS, broad understanding of regulations and standards, 

and expert stakeholder management. 

• Asset and portfolio management: Transforming liabilities into opportunities to help clients 

maximize the value of their asset portfolio and drive stronger financial and reputational outcomes 

through proactive management of EHSS issues. 

• Environmental compliance: Enabling organizations to realize maximum value from environmental 

activities and investments by better understanding and meeting compliance obligations in a 

continually changing regulatory landscape. 

• M&A solutions: Empowering companies to identify, prioritize, and realize EHSS performance and 

efficiency opportunities when making acquisitions, merging and integrating operations, and 

divesting assets to increase overall value and accelerate return on investment and attainment of 

strategic goals. 

• Major capital projects: Ensuring major capital projects stay on schedule, on budget and on scope by 

providing EHSS insights and expertise throughout the project lifecycle, from planning and design to 

implementation and on-going management. 
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• Health, safety and risk: Optimizing business performance by helping our clients derive greater value 

from their investments in health, safety and risk management while protecting people, assets, and 

the environment. 

• Data management and technology: Transforming EHSS data management from an administrative 

burden into a business advantage through innovative technology, automating processes and 

integrating systems. 

5.2.8 Ernst & Young 

Category: Sustainability consultant  

Website: https://www.ey.com/us/en/services/specialty-services/climate-change-and-sustainability-

services  

The organization: E&Y are focused on modern enterprises - understanding all the implications of a 

changing climate throughout their value chain. E&Y help clients understand the impacts of the changing 

climate and develop and prioritize resiliency strategies. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Private and public sector.  

Products and services:  

• ES-Risk: Improve risk management with streamlined compliance processes aligned with the 

business. 

• E-Cost: Identify, assess and improve the tracing of environmental costs.  

• ES-Operations: Build the business case for implementing more efficient operations that reduce 

waste and use less energy and water. 

• ES-Data: Manage EHS and sustainability data more effectively to reduce cists and make more-

informed business decisions.  

5.2.9 ICF International 

Category: Sustainability consultant  

Website: https://www.icf.com/  

The organization: ICF has an impressive track record in climate change consulting.  Their climate group: 

“helps public- and private-sector clients worldwide develop climate change policy, interpret and comply 

with regulations, reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, evaluate risks, and identify opportunities.”  

Carbon Finance Magazine has rated ICF the Best Carbon Advisory/Consultancy five years in a row. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Consumer & financial, disaster recovery, energy, environment, government, health, hospitality, 

social programs and transportation. 

Products and services:  

• Advisory: Research & evaluation, business process operations & optimization, policy & regulatory 

development, economic & financial analysis and organizational development. 

• Analytics: Data engineering, data science, data visualization and geospatial solutions. 
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• Digital: Customer experience, cybersecurity, it management & CIO support, digital strategy, 

managed solutions, open source solutions, performance and platform implementation.  

• Marketing and engagement: Branding & creative, crisis communications & brand repair, CRM & 

loyalty, integrated communications, public relations and social media. 

• Program implementation: Economic & financial analysis, human capital management & training, 

program management, policy & regulatory development, research & evaluation and training & 

technical assistance.  

5.2.10 KPMG 

Category: Sustainability consultant  

Website: https://home.kpmg.com/xx/en/home/services/advisory/risk-consulting/internal-audit-

risk/sustainability-services.html  

The organization: KPMG help organizations manage the risks and opportunities associated with non-

financial issues, and to enhance all aspects of reporting and communication. KPMG are experts within 

climate risk assessments and environmental impact assessments. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: International. 

Sector: Private and public. 

Products and services:  

1. Analyze:  

o Asses clients’ exposure to environmental and social risks including quantify risks and 

opportunities in financial terms.  

2. Plan: 

o Develop clients’ business strategy to address clients key environmental and social risks, 

opportunities and material issues. 

3. Implement: 

o Review core processes across all functions and identify and implement changes required. 

4. Monitor: 

o Develop and improve information management systems to measure progress against 

clients’ strategy.  

5. Report & assure: 

o Understand what environmental and social information clients should report. 

o . 

6. Evaluate: 

o Design and implement evaluation programs. 

5.2.11 McKinsey & Company 

Category: Sustainability consultant  

Website: https://www.mckinsey.com/  

The organization: McKinsey was founded in 1926 and has regularly been at the top of the rankings for 

strategic consulting work.  This gives them an advantage when they decide to apply their expertise to 

emerging fields like climate change. Their sustainability group is quite active in thought leadership and 

consulting in areas such as carbon management, the economics of climate change and water issues 

associated with climate change. 
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Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Advanced electronics, aerospace & defense, automotive & assembly, capital projects & 

infrastructure, chemicals, consumer packaged goods, electric power & natural gas, high tech, metals & 

mining, oil & gas, paper & forest products, private equity & principal investors, public sector, renewable 

energy & new downstream, retail, semiconductors, social sector and travel, transport & logistics. 

Products and services:  

• Biosystems: Mckinsey works with corporations and governments to develop competitive bio-based 

energy sources and products and to devise innovative approaches for using the land and oceans 

productively and sustainably. 

• Carbon & energy economics: Mckinsey works with companies, governments, and social sector 

organizations to tackle the challenges of transforming economics and energy systems. 

• Clean technologies: Mckinsey help clients to develop profitable, robust, and scalable businesses 

and investment portfolios that capitalize in disruptive technologies in power, transport, buildings 

and infrastructure, and water. 

• Resource-productive operations: Mckinsey help companies become more efficient and cut costs by 

reducing energy requirements, minimizing waste, maximizing recycling and reuse, and rethinking 

resource ownership. 

• Sustainable cities: Mckinsey help decision makers to balance economic development with the need 

to create healthy, attractive, and sustainable cities for people to live and work in. 

• Sustainable enterprise: With a well-designed sustainability program Mckinsey help companies 

increase profits by generating savings, driving growth, and reducing risk.  

• Water & waste: Mckinsey help private and public-sector clients manage water and waste to 

capture economic and social benefits, reduce costs, and minimize risk.  

5.2.12 Prescient Weather Ltd 

Category: Sustainability consultant  

Website: http://www.prescientweather.com/wcs   

The organization: Prescient Weather Ltd also known as world climate service provides information and 

strategies to manage weather and climate risk and to exploit related opportunities in today's global 

economy.  The latest scientific understanding, data sets, and advanced technology are combined to create 

weather and climate products that confer advantage to industries and activities sensitive to atmospheric 

events and trends. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Public and private. 

Products and services:  

• Interactive forecast mapping: Here temperature and precipitation maps can be generated for user-

selected regions, and the latest forecast can be compared with those of previous months. Anomaly 

and probability forecasts are available, as well as verification data for past months. 
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• Climate analysis tools: A suite of online tools has been developed for evaluation of the state of 

seasonal climate. A separate page displays the likelihood of persistence of temperature and 

precipitation around the globe.  

• ClimBiz: Provides customers with uniquely quantitative reliable, and advantageous information 

about climate variability and its potential impacts. ClimBiz combines historical climate data and 

supercomputer climate change simulations from science centers around the world. 

• CropProphet: Is an innovative forecast system for anticipating yield and production of US crops 

using statistical techniques. The forecast system uses multivariate weather regression models and 

crop health models.  

• Energy: Advanced forecasting techniques are used to provide industry-leading guidance on time 

scales ranging from 2 weeks to 6 months into the future. 

• Wildfire risk: Is an index that predicts fire risk on time scales from day to decades. 

• Weather modelling: Prescient Weather uses a wide-range of modern numerical models and high-

performance computing systems to generate high-resolution weather model’s simulations for both 

research and forecast purposes. Some of those models are sub 1-km resolution forecasts, severe 

weather risk assessment and global forecast coverage.  

5.2.13 PwC 

Category: Sustainability consultant  

Website: https://www.pwc.com/  

The organization: PwC offers a wide range of services concerning climate related issues, PwC stands outs 

especially for supporting large companies “on how to exploit new climate and energy regulations for 

financial advantage”, thanks to “their expertise in tax, regulations and financial management such as in 

carbon management, energy efficiency and renewable energy.” 

Scale: Global. 

Country: UK & US. 

Sector: Food & beverage, hospitality & leisure, mining, public, transportation & logistics water, banking & 

capital, manufacturing and private. 

Products and services:  

• Strategic sustainability:  

o Identify clients’ issues and goals to determine where the pressures are likely to be and raise 

awareness of what needs to happen to make clients business more sustainable 

• Governance, risk & compliance:  

o Develop codes of conduct, policies and procedures that meet clients’ stakeholders’ 

expectations and ensure clients organization’s values are respected and reinforced. 

• Policy & economics: 

o Help organizations - public sector and private - become ‘climate smart’. That means taking 

full advantage of cost saving opportunities and making sure that business models are 

resilient to change – climate change, economic change or regulatory change. 

• Assurance & reporting: 

o Identify and assess the relevant requirements of all client stakeholders. 

• Supply chain & operations: 

o Assess the risks associated with clients supply chain and the steps necessary to protect 

clients brand. 
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• Tax & the regulatory: 

o Assess clients’ current global exposure to environmental taxes and regulations; help clients 

to manage risks and optimize clients tax position from a sustainability perspective; and 

proactively engage with regional policy makers. 

• Total Impact Measurement & Management (TIMM): 

o PwC’s Total Impact Measurement & Management (TIMM) framework puts a value (positive 

or negative) on impacts across society, tax, economics and the environment. It gives 

business the ability to compare strategies and investment choices, evaluating the total 

impact of each. 

5.2.14 SustainAbility 

Category: Sustainability consultant  

Website: http://sustainability.com/  

The organization: Like Blue Skies, SustainAbility is a niche sustainability consultancy with a strong focus on 

strategy and an emerging practice in climate change.  Their climate change strategy practice focuses on 

“Developing strategic responses to the risks and opportunities posed by climate change.” 

Scale: Global. 

Country: UK and US. 

Sector: Public and private. 

Products and services:  

• Intelligence 

o Intelligence & trends services 

o Materiality services 

• Engagement: SustainAbility design and facilitate dialogues and collaborations 

• Strategy: Business model innovation services 

5.2.15 Tetra Tec 

Category: Engineering  

Website: http://www.tetratech.com/en  

The organization: Tetra Tech is an engineering and consulting company. Tetra Tech are experts in 

simulating and predicting the behavior of physical, biological and chemical characteristics within natural 

and manmade systems providing public and private clients with the data they need to make informed 

decisions. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Energy, environment, infrastructure, international development, resource management and water.  

Products and services:  

• Consulting and Technical: Assessment and planning, data analytics, emergency management and 

community resilience, information technology services, laboratory services, management 

consulting, modeling, surveying and mapping, training and knowledge transfer. 
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• Design and engineering: Architecture, arctic engineering, civil engineering, mechanical, electrical, 

plumbing and structural engineering. 

• Program and construction management: Construction management, construction risk 

management, EPC and design build, operations and maintenance, program management.  

5.2.16 Weather Trends 

Category: Information supplier   

Website: http://www.weathertrends360.com/ 

The organization: Weather Trends helps any business big or small to a better business in any weather up to 

a year ahead, everywhere in the world. They forecast year-ahead weekly temperature and precipitation 

trends for millions of locations covering the globe and quantify exactly how that affects thousands of 

seasonal categories and weather sensitive businesses. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Agriculture, financial and retail. 

Products and services: Weather Trends has different packages of climate services such as  

• Small business 

o Forecasts 

o Short-range global mapping tools 

o US snow forecast report 

o Hurricane and severe weather outlooks 

•  Agriculture 

o Daily FarmCastTM reports 

o Weekly commodity reports 

o Phone access to agriculture meteorologists 

o Marketing reports from C&S Grain Market Consulting 

o Enterprise 

▪ 11-month ahead forecasts for more than 32 million global locations 

▪ Mapping tools with customers built in retail geography 

▪ Sales vs weather analytics by category 

▪ Category sales forecast by custom geography 

▪ Detailed business-centric reports 

▪ Exporting tools and data feeds to customers planning systems 

▪ Dedicated operational support team 

5.3 Private providers of climate services 

5.3.1 Baron 

Category: Information provider/Software provider  

Website: http://www.baronweather.com/  

The organization: Baron was founded in 1988 with a mission to deliver critical weather intelligence to its 

customers. Today, the company provides weather radar, visualization software, hydrological and roadway 

modeling, digital solutions and value-added weather data through multiple distribution channels. A 
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privately-owned small business based in Huntsville, Alabama, the company has approximately 100 

employees. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Aviation, broadcast, education, government, insurance, international, public safety and 

transportation. 

Products and services:  

Baron designs, develops, installs, upgrades and refurbishes weather radars, including X, C, High S and S-

band systems. Baron also offers visualization software, modeling and weather data that can be 

incorporation into companies’ own products and services. These include weather presentation for 

broadcast, weather display and tracking and trucking logistics.  

5.3.2 Davis Instrument 

Category: Information provider/Infrastructure provider  

Website: http://www.davisnet.com/   

The organization: Davis Instruments, a privately held manufacturing company, takes pride in developing 

high-quality products that offer practical solutions to real-life problems. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Academic, agriculture, public and private. 

Products and services:  

Davies Instruments supplies a number of weather stations targeted at agriculture, home & garden and 

academics.   

5.3.3 Earth Networks 

Category: Information provider/Software provider  

Website: www.earthnetworks.com 

The organization: Earth Networks are dedicated to helping organizations around the world mitigate 

weather-related financial, operational and human risk. The company has over 25 years of experience.  

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Airport operations, broadcast, education, energy utilities, insurance, parks & recreation, other 

industries. 

Products and services: 

o Decision support and collaboration tools 

o Data and analytical model delivery 

o Meteorological services: It helps customers tailor their forecasts to their exact industry and 

business needs. It’s possible for customers to request meteorology support for one-time events 

or occurring series. 

o Weather sensors: 
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o Accessories:   

▪ HD Display: Makes it possible to get quick access to important real-time weather data, 

view live camera images of customers facilities, receive customized real-time alert 

notifications specific to customers location.  

▪ Video Cameras: It captures images of customers facility in real-time and view time-

lapse historical footage of customers facility. Furthermore, it makes the customer able 

to make informed operational decisions based on captured data. 

5.3.4 Esri 

Category: Software provider  

Website: http://www.esri.com/industries/climate-weather-atmosphere 

The organization: Data, tools, and knowledge come together in the Esri framework to help understand the 

geography of climate and predict change. Esri products (particularly ArcGIS desktop have 40.7% of the 

global market share. In 2014, Esri had approximately a 43 percent share of the GIS software market 

worldwide, more than any other vendor. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Banking, education, electric & gas utilizes, government, health & human services, insurance, 

manufacturing, natural resources, petroleum & pipeline, public safety, real estate, retail, sustainable 

development, telecommunications, transportation and water.  

Products and services: Esri offers an extensive supply of climate products and services. Such as:   

• Spatially Intelligent Apps such as The ecological tapestry of the world and Drought tracker 

• ArcGIS 

• Training 

• Consulting 

• Managed cloud 

5.3.5 GeoOptics 

Category: Information provider  

Website: http://www.geooptics.com/  

The organization: GeoOptics is focused on analyzing Earth’s atmosphere, not its surface. It aims to launch a 

fleet of 24 satellites into low-Earth orbit in the next 8 years. Its satellites would take advantage of proven 

techniques known as GPS radio occultation. GPS radio occultation uses the ways in which radio waves are 

bent as they pass through Earth’s atmosphere to glean information about the temperature, humidity, and 

other aspects of layers of air — a potential gold mine for data-hungry meteorologists and their computer 

systems that help them generate accurate forecasts. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Products and services: Currently none available  

5.3.6 IBM 

Category: Information provider  
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Website: https://www.ibm.com/weather  

The organization: In 2015 IBM bought The Weather Company — including weather.com and several 

meteorological data firms to enter the weather modeling business. In 2017 The Weather Company 

announced it will collaborate with the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in Boulder, 

Colorado, to develop next-generation weather models.  

The partnership between IBM and NCAR aims to predict weather at hyperlocal scales, which could have 

applications for severe weather warnings and even the operation of self-driving vehicles and drone delivery 

services, both of which will need more reliable block-by-block weather forecasts. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Agriculture, aviation, broadcast media, chemical & petroleum, energy & utilities, financial markets, 

government, ground transportation, insurance, media & entertainment, retail and telecommunications. 

Products and services: IBM offers an extensive number of different products and services that will not be 

described further here.  

5.3.7 Mosanto 

Category: Information provider  

Website: https://monsanto.com/innovations/data-science/ 

The organization: Monsanto has made the first move towards building a centralized and open digital 

platform for farmers to access agronomic data and analysis from a range of providers through its subsidiary 

The Climate Corporation. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Agriculture. 

Products and services: Mosanto develop products and tools to help farmers around the world grow crops 

while using energy, water and land more efficiently. Monsanto are represented in the following products: 

5.3.8 Panasonic 

Category: Information provider  

Website: https://www.panasonic.aero/ 

The organization: Panasonic is one of a new generation of tech companies that say they can launch 

weather satellites or run their own weather models that can compete with NOAA's GFS or the European 

model. In fact, Panasonic who has long been involved with systems to provide weather data from aircraft, 

recently claimed to have the best weather model in the world. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: JPN. 

Sector: Public and private. 

Products and services: The following climate service (Tropical 4D) is offered at Panasonic and is a 

forecasting service which has the following capabilities: 

• Detailed forecast information for each of the following tropical regions 
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o North Atlantic 

o Eastern North 

o Pacific 

o Central North Pacific 

o Western North Pacific 

o Indian Ocean 

o Australia 

• 24-7 access to the tropical section of the Panasonic 4D weather portal, which includes 

o Daily tropical outlook 

o Tropical cyclone forecast tracks 

▪ Panasonic’s proprietary tropical cyclone forecast tracks 

▪ NHC forecast track 

o Discussions which provide focus on the potential impact of tropical events 

o Interactive weather mapping of global tropical regions 

▪ Selection of numerous weather parameters vs. time 

▪ Hourly graphics to 24 hours and 3 hourly graphics to 240 hours 

• Tropical forecasting & alerting, phone support 

o Tropical forecast information & alerting is also available via e-mail 

Telephone support with Panasonic’s team of expert meteorologists 

5.3.9 Planet.com 

Category: Information provider  

Website: https://www.planet.com/  

The organization: Planet started as a small team of physicists and engineers, and now operates the world’s 

largest constellation of Earth-imaging satellites offering high-resolution real-time earth imagery and 

analytics.  

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Agriculture, civil government, defense & intelligence, education & research, emergency 

management, energy & infrastructure, finance & business, forestry & REDD+, insurance, mapping and 

maritime. 

Products and services: 

• Planet monitoring: Planet has 175+ satellites in orbit which make them able to image anywhere on 

Earth daily at 3 meter and 72-centimeter resolution.  

• Planer tasking: Planet tasking can revisit any point on Earth at 72 cm resolution and sub-daily 

revisit. 

• Imagery archive: Access color-corrected 3-band and sensor-calibrated multispectral products. Basic, 

orthorectified, radiance, and surface reflectance imagery are available. 

• Basemaps: With daily, global imaging, Planet creates current, complete, and analysis-ready 

Basemaps, which can by customized be area and time of interest. 

• Planet explorer: Explore daily imagery directly in the customers browser. Its possible to search, 

metafilters, and a timeline axis, Planet Explorer is an easy tool to view daily imagery and see the 

planet change over time.  
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• Platform: A fully-automated, cloud-based imagery platform downloads, processes, and manage 5+ 

terabytes of data every day. Built for speed and affordability, our platform enables customers to 

build tools, ingest data, and run analytics at scale. 

5.3.10 PlanetiQ 

Category: Information provider  

Website: http://planetiq.com/ 

The organization: PlanetiQ is aiming to launch a fleet of low-cost GPS radio occultation satellites. The 

company advertises that its information could significantly improve the accuracy of hurricane track and 

intensity forecasts. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Business continuity, defense & intelligence, shipping, agriculture, aviation, energy, offshore 

operations (oil & gas) and insurance. 

Products and services: PlanetiQ will provide a suite of global, real-time environmental data products used 

worldwide in operations and research as soon as possible. 

5.3.11 SpaceX 

Category: Infrastructure provider  

Website: http://www.spacex.com/  

The organization: Was founded in 2002 and have 6000+ employees. Their goal is to enable people to live 

on other planets. SpaceX designs, manufactures and launches advanced rockets and spacecraft. SpaceX has 

secured over 100 missions to its manifest, representing over 12$ billion on contract. As an example, NASA 

has selected SpaceX to provide launch of services for the agency’s Surface Water and Ocean Topography 

(SWOT) mission.  

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Public and private. 

Products and services: SpaceX offers competitive pricing for its Falcon9 and Falcon Heavy launch services. 

SpaceX also offers crew transportation services to commercial customers seeking to transport astronauts to 

alternate LEO (=28.5 degrees) destinations. SpaceX maintains launch sites at Cape Canaveral Air Force 

Station (CCAFS), Kennedy Space Center in Florida, Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) in California, and Boca 

Chica, Texas. Each location offers benefits to support their customers’ missions. 

5.3.12 Weather Decision Support Systems (WDSS) 

Category: Information provider/Software provider  

Website: www.wdss-intl.com 

The organization: WDSS International has significant experience delivering meteorological technologies to 

international weather service and airport agencies. The mission of WDSS is to provide state-of-the-science 

severe/hazardous weather detection and prediction tools, meteorological displays, and numerical modeling 

solutions to enhance the abilities of operational forecasters to meet their core missions of saving lives and 

minimizing property damages and economic losses. WDSS International also provides meteorological 
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related consulting work including systemdesign, implementation, expert research and testimony for legal 

cases. 

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Governments and aviation. 

Products and services:  

o Hydromet: Hydromet Decision Support System provides professional tools and displays 

designed to aid users in real-time decision-making regarding flash flooding, water resource 

management, heavy rain events, landslides, and winter snow and ice events. 

o Modeling: A turnkey Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) service or system that uses a 

proprietary version of the community Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model to provide 

high resolution, accurate weather forecasts from an hour out to 10 days. WDSS installs turnkey 

(hardware and software) systems for clients such as government agencies, large oil producers, 

and aviation interests globally. 

o SkyCast Wind & Thermodynamic Profiling System: Real-time weather monitoring at airport 

locations provides critical information to forecasters and other operational users to make 

informed decisions regarding the existence of hazardous weather conditions and their impacts 

on safe flight and ground operations. 

5.3.13 Weather Decision Technologies Inc. 

Category: Information provider/Software provider  

Website: https://wdtinc.com/ 

The organization: Weather Decision Technologies, Inc. provide organizations with weather decision 

support on a global scale. WDT offers specific expertise with big data as it applies to hazardous weather 

detection and prediction, forecast modeling, decision analytics, GIS, mobile apps and interactive mapping.   

Scale: Global. 

Country: US. 

Sector: Agriculture, energy/renewables, entertainment, maritime, academic and utilities. 

Products and services:  

• WeatherOps: Here it’s possible to get forecasts, advisories and alerts. 

• WeatherOps APIs: 

o Weather Insight API: WeatherOps Insight API provides the present and future data you need to 

make your implementation a success. Endpoints include: Degree days, solar radiation, 

precipitation, temperature, dew point, wind speed and direction, evapotranspiration (short and 

tall crop). 

o GIS Services: Geographic Information systems. WeatherOps provide a large selection of precision 

weather layers. 

o Current and forecast API: Is a meteorological database where its possible to get access to over 

14,000+ surface weather observations from around the globe for current weather conditions and 

3-day hourly forecast, as well as daily forecasts out to 10-days. A few of the customers options: 

watches and warnings, lightning strike data, ship and buoy obs, daily summaries for H/L 

temperature, health, almanac, current conditions such as temperature, wind speed and direction.   
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o MAP Tiles API: Its possible for the customer to choose weather layers to fit their needs or to 

combine weather layers with data from other sources. Layers include North American radar, 

Global infrared satellite, tropical activity, significant active watches and warnings, surface obs, 

storm attributes, tiles in TIFF, PNG, JPEG or MVT format.  

o Forensics API: Geospatial analysis API (proximity and distance) for current and archive vector data, 

including hail size polygons ("hail tracks"), hail probability events, maximum wind gust events, 

wind gust duration, lightning strikes, storm reports, and tornadoes ("rotation tracks"). 

• RadarScope: Whether you’re scanning reflectivity for a tell-tale hook echo in a mesocyclone, 

trying to pinpoint the landfall of a hurricane’s eye wall, or looking for micro-features like velocity 

couplets in the storm relative radial velocity product, RadarScope gives the power to view true 

radial NEXRAD weather radar. 

• Frontier Weather: It gives daily weather reports, wind generation forecasts, model graphics and 

data.  

 


